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The ethics of a formula:
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A B S T R A C T
When Costa Rican regulators set water rates, they
effectively transform the human right to water into
a price. I propose the notion of a “calculation
grammar” to grasp the inventive patterns and
vibrant social engagements that fuse the ethical
investments, ontological assumptions, and
quantified expressions involved in this process. This
grammar governs the relative weights and
proportions of the elements in numeric propositions,
giving them distinct meanings and political
valences. The liveliness of these propositions derives
from the power of numeric techniques in their
inevitably place-specific expressions as well as from
the legal principles of sociality that enable them. I
follow the mathematical formula regulators use to
set water prices to reveal the inconspicuous
financialization of human rights and the
humanitarization of finance as they currently unfold
across technocratic centers of calculation. I also
argue for an ethnographic approach that remains
committed to the ontological indivisibility of the
technical and the cultural in any quantification
effort. [human rights, prices, water, calculation,
regulation, finance, Costa Rica]

R
ather than discuss “the economy” as a coherent entity unto it-
self, most Costa Ricans primarily talk about prices, routinely
commenting on how expensive things are and how high el costo
de la vida (the cost of life) is. Comparing prices against their
available income, against each other, and against what they are

willing to pay, people are often frustrated about their limited resources.
But beyond the immediacy of everyday consumption, prices are also col-
lective objects of concern. Newspapers, politicians, and activists refer to
them as independent entities that lead active lives and affect the social
relations that make up any common project. Through their intimate and
public lives, prices draw attention to fundamental questions about the na-
ture and role of the state, the meaning of an economic community, and
the limits of financial tools for quantifying the value of substances as fun-
damental to life as water.

Their semiotic prominence conceals the fact that, despite their image
as solid units, prices are constituted by myriad elements that, because of
their diffuseness, tend to remain out of sight (Guyer 2009:205). The pat-
terns by which those elements are brought together and put in relation
with each other tell us a lot about the very questions we expect prices to
shed light on: What is community, how does the state intervene in it, and
what is a common resource? In this article, I show that the principles by
which those elements are defined and connected operate like grammars
more than like mechanical formulas. They enable a mesmerizing semiotic
productivity while also allowing the mathematic and pragmatic workabil-
ity of calculation to unfold as a social process. As compositional entities
constructed through grammarlike processes, prices allow people to com-
municate the unsaid and open spaces for unexpected reinvention.

Also considered devices with the ability to construct markets (Beckert
2011; Fourcade 2011) and the ultimate representation of the fetishistic
commodity form (Appadurai 1986; Taussig 1980), prices mediate many of
the legal and economic relations necessary for capitalist activity (MacKen-
zie 2009; Maurer 2005; Muniesa and Callon 2007). They are far from being a
streamlined outcome of the idealized encounter between abstract supply
and demand functions (Marx 1976; Mirowski 2006). To the contrary, prices
require wide-ranging technical maneuvers, including the exploitation of
different measures of value (Miyazaki 2012), the sequenced production of
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Figure 1. Monthly, paper-printed bill from AyA, Costa Rica’s largest water utility.
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intermediate and temporary valuations (Çalışkan 2007),
and the historical coalescence of thought traditions and po-
litical and ecclesiastical authorities into quantitative order-
ings (Guyer 2004).

In Costa Rica, as is the case elsewhere, many of the
prices people encounter in their daily lives are not nego-
tiable. The formalization of large parts of the economy has
reduced the wiggle room people have when they visit phar-
macies (many of which are chains headquartered in other
Latin American countries), buy from large grocery stores
(most of which are now subsidiaries of Wal-Mart), or pay for
public services (all of which are state regulated). (See Fig-
ure 1.) In these situations, prices work as sources of incite-
ment and oppression. They tell families what they can and
cannot afford. They travel as tools that are alive in their use,
as technopolitical devices that exist only while they act in
the world.1

The specific price people in Costa Rica pay for water
begins its life at the Autoridad Reguladora de los Servicios
Públicos (ARESEP), the country’s public service regulation
authority.2 While an active and powerful force that shapes
daily economic transactions, ARESEP remains unnoticed
by most people when they think about water. Despite the
scant attention the water-concerned public allots them,
ARESEP regulators constantly assess the relations between
the citizens they must protect, the prices they produce, and
water as a human necessity. In the early 2000s, Costa Rica’s
constitutional court recognized access to water for human
consumption as a fundamental right and explicitly as-
signed responsibility to the state for securing its enjoyment
in appropriate quantity and quality. In 2010, the United Na-
tions General Assembly passed a resolution recognizing the
right to safe and clean water for drinking and sanitation as
essential for the full enjoyment of life and all other human
rights. The culmination of more than three decades of in-
ternational discussions, the recognition was reason enough
for celebration by many activists and water professionals.
Yet, while welcome, these legal developments did not
significantly alter the thinking of most Costa Rican public
servants and citizens.3 In general, people already recog-
nized the existence of a universal human right to water as
something of a natural fact.4 Nevertheless, the concrete
coupling of this naturalized right and the calculation of
prices has historically been far from self-evident. The price
of the human right to water has anything but a stable and
widely accepted form. While people do not reject the idea
of paying for water altogether, not all prices are viewed as
legitimate. To be considered so, the price of water has to
reflect its humanitarian nature by precluding any profit
making. I examine how ARESEP regulators produce just
such prices. I show the ongoing calculation work they do
to ethically assess the algebraic relations (Corsı́n Jiménez
n.d.) between water, citizens, humanitarian injunctions,
and economic ideologies of profit. I center attention on

Figure 2. Formula used by Costa Rica’s public service regulation authority
to set the price of water.

the formula they use and focus on one of the elements for
which the definition of those relations is most turbulent: R,
the development yield variable.

One Friday afternoon, I arrived at an auditorium in
the remodeled apartment building that had housed ARE-
SEP since its creation in the mid-1990s. With a capacity of
about one hundred people, the auditorium that afternoon
held no more than 40 ARESEP employees, public servants,
and utility personnel who had convened for a public hear-
ing. Imagined by progressive policy makers as a means to
increase transparency and bring citizens closer to the state,
the mandatory hearing was supposed to collect public feed-
back on the latest petition by the largest water utility in
the country, AyA, to increase the price of water services by
an alarming 40 percent.5 From the stage, a young man in
business attire formally guided the audience through a legal
and administrative ritual whose high point was a presenta-
tion by Sofia, a member of what at the time was the Water
and Environment Department (WED) of ARESEP.6 Sofia in-
formed the “public” how the agency analyzes the legal and
technical propriety of the petitions that water utilities, all
of which are state or municipal entities, regularly submit.
Her presentation had been prerecorded, and, while she sat
in the audience, we saw her enlarged image onscreen of-
fer a 15-minute introduction to price regulation. Most of
her talk, as one would expect, revolved around the regu-
latory methodologies WED follows. But in between analy-
ses of demand elasticity, depreciation rates, and efficiency,
Sofia insisted on the responsibility “all” people have to im-
plement the human right to water. This was a call to her
colleagues for an awareness of how each technical deci-
sion WED makes might affect the ability of the less privi-
leged members of society to pay for water; it was a call to be
cognizant that ultimately the enjoyment of a human right
is shaped by its affordability. Toward the end of the hear-
ing, Sofia projected a slide with the regulatory formula WED
uses to calculate prices and assess any increase petitions.
By explaining how these numeric parameters make their
humanitarian commitments concrete, Sofia was affirming
to her audience, most of them her ARESEP colleagues, the
open possibilities in the elements that make up the prices
they produce (see Figure 2). This was my first encounter
with R.

Sofia’s braiding of price regulation theories with hu-
man rights was neither romantic idealism nor superfi-
cial political correctness. She wholeheartedly embraces hu-
man rights as a powerful frame for directing public at-
tention to political and economic inequalities.7 Yet, by
drawing attention to how human rights could infuse the
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magnitudes of the variables in the formula and of the reg-
ulatory principles that connect them, she was implicitly re-
vealing a tension between two logics of political and tech-
nical intervention: financial capitalism and humanitarian
ethics. Her invocation of human rights was intended to re-
mind the audience that a humanitarian ethics could, and
should, affect numeric forms that otherwise remain tied
to financial and regulatory theory exclusively. But this ten-
sion between humanitarianism and financial economics
was not a mismatch between two abstract and universally
incompatible philosophies of value. It was more a friction
that challenged her to arrange her numbers appropriately.
Her job was to develop and mobilize a calculation grammar
to fuse regulatory finance and humanitarianism and gener-
ate prices that could stand a test of their ethicality.

Sofia’s calculation grammar centers on a formula orig-
inally adopted in the 1990s following a recommendation
from a Panamerican Health Organization consultant hired
to modernize the methodologies ARESEP used. Far from an
acquiescent numeric receptacle for human intentionality
(Callon and Law 2005; Latour 1999), the formula is an ac-
tive artifact of thick moral histories and numerical capabil-
ities. It is a lively entity that engenders conflicts at the same
time that it helps establish a regulatory regime. As an ethno-
graphic object, the formula is interesting to think with be-
cause of what it prescribes, but even more so, because of
what it unexpectedly allows regulators to do.

Recent anthropological works tell us that the logic
of humanitarianism claims to put moral sentiments and
ethical concerns for the other, framed in the idiom of hu-
man rights, at the center of governing regimes, particularly
of those regimes designed to help the poor, the sick, or
the disadvantaged (Fassin 2012:1; Redfield 2013). We also
know that the logic of finance includes “all aspects of the
management of money, or other assets . . . as a means of
raising capital” (Maurer 2012a:185) and that it goes beyond
the limits of financial markets to all sorts of economic
relations organized around credit, debt, and financial
revenue (Graeber 2011; Miyazaki 2012). Yet these logics are
not necessarily alternate possibilities among which people
have to choose. In entities like ARESEP, they become an
intertwined affective, epistemic, and technopolitical set of
practices that help people act ethically, or, at least, as ethi-
cally as they can in a particular situation. Here I go beyond
a diagnosis of whether human rights logics are colonizing
capitalism’s pricing norms or whether financial capitalism
is colonizing humanitarian state-making impulses and pay
attention to the means by which these two logics mutually
constitute each other in Costa Rica’s regulatory circles and
how they create a distinctly technical space for ethics. For
Sofia and the other regulators I worked with, the humani-
tarian ethics of their financial theories cannot be relegated
to a posteriori evaluations of the social effects that their
finished economic instruments might have. Humanitarian

ethics are evaluated continuously; they are processual
points of reference against which regulators redefine the
limits of appropriate action (Faubion 2010). Thus, work-
sheets, mathematical models, and legal resolutions are, on
the one hand, means to reveal the humanitarian standing of
water and, on the other, instruments that sharpen people’s
ethical awareness of their own decisions (Keane 2010:72).
Focusing on that technical action helps us understand how
people imagine and see themselves contributing to the
individual and collective good (Robbins 2013:457).

To ethnographically grasp this processual and techni-
cal ethics, I develop the notion of a calculation grammar.
A calculation grammar governs the relative weights and
proportions of the elements that constitute a price, infus-
ing those numeric propositions with distinct meanings.8 In
the case I analyze, that grammar prescribes the acceptable
magnitude of the variable that stands for surplus (R) in re-
lation to the magnitudes of other variables that stand for
different types of costs. If that variable is to be ethical, it
has to reflect a principle that deems immoral, and illegal,
profiting from the provision of water services. The deci-
sions and techniques by which regulators tweak and adapt
each element of their pricing formula and the relations be-
tween them respond to a series of principles and rules that
work like a grammar. In continuous replication through use,
those principles and rules are constantly reinforced but also
transgressed without their capacity for meaning and sense
making being broken. To the contrary, the room that gram-
mars always leave for unexpected arrangements is intrinsic
to the liveliness of their meaning-making capacities.

Anthropological analyses of calculative operations of-
ten take mathematical expressions at face value, presuming
they are ruled by rigid prescriptions that displace “social”
or “cultural” concerns. They are taken as formulaic more
than grammatical. I hope to show how the most technical
of the mathematical operations performed in a regulatory
agency are entwined with broader social values and hence
never padlocked into a set of predictive rules. But this does
not imply adopting a “culturalist” approach wherein all
phenomena are analytically reduced to the social values
behind them. My purpose is to keep in sight both the cul-
tural and the technical character of calculative grammars
to argue for a type of analysis that remains committed
to their ontological indivisibility. We can then say that a
calculation grammar consists of prescriptive principles and
the inevitable transgressions those prescriptions undergo
as people use calculation to transfigure moral values
into economic artifacts and vice versa. It includes the
mathematical and moral principles by which the
magnitude of one element in a formula is judged ap-
propriate or not. And it also refers to the broader principles
by which the proportions, differences, and other relation-
ally determined values between elements are defined and
sanctioned. These grammars are jointly constituted by their
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rulelike elements, with their aspirations of regimenting
signification, and by their excesses, those vibrant social
engagements that can never be reduced to rules and
that bestow on all calculative routines the potential of
unexpected transformation.

In what follows, I first theorize the notion of a calcula-
tion grammar and then briefly review the history of ARE-
SEP’s political place in Costa Rica. Next, I trace the legal
principles that inform ARESEP’s calculation grammar to
show how, inspired by a technolegal metaphysics of har-
mony and equilibrium, regulators calibrate their formula to
enact larger social imaginaries that go beyond water. I then
trace the controversies, technical and political, over a re-
cent attempt to shift from an accounting to an economic
approach to regulation and show how this potential change,
focused on the variable R in WED’s price-setting formula,
threatens historical ways of allocating financial and human-
itarian responsibility among water providers. In the con-
clusion, I come back to the importance of the experiments
and rationalizations of everyday calculation grammars and
make the case for the utility of engaging with the technical
means through which the ethics of collective life are being
elucidated in settings such as ARESEP.

Calculation grammars

As a social practice shot through with personal anxieties
and reflecting different technical genealogies and sources
of political and epistemic authority, calculation has re-
ceived considerable attention in recent years. Calculation
“refers not only to measurements and summations, but to
their subsequent manipulation, application and capacity
to inform inference” (Guyer et al. 2010:40) Quantification
systems can function as oppressive structures whereby
states regiment societies (Scott 1998), colonial powers
categorize populations (Cohn 1996), and measurements
sever dense social and material relations (Muehlmann
2012). Calculation regimes also hold the potential to be a
flexible technology of truth (Merry and Coutin 2014), an
inventive frontier (Verran 2010), and an instrument for
ontological experimentation and expansive translations
(Ballestero 2012, 2014). To grasp this productivity, calcu-
lation in general, and economic calculation in particular,
must be examined by attending to the embodied practices
(Maurer 2010) and nuanced technicality of the knowledges
that make it possible (Miller 2008) as well as to the historical
conjunctures in which it unfolds (Appadurai 2012).

In ARESEP’s case, this means attending to calls for hu-
manitarian calculation as they relate to particular regula-
tory methods and economic theories. Doing so requires
an ethnographic tactic that is as sensitive to the everyday
practices of regulators as it is to the economic theories
and methodologies that guide their work. This is a type of
anthropology that refuses to reduce the technoeconomic

to lifeless mechanistics and that attends to “the angst, un-
certainty, and the passion for the possible that life holds
through and beyond technical assessments” (Biehl and
Locke 2010:319). The calculative operations through which
ARESEP engages the possibilities within the technical are
not one-time occurrences. They repeat in time, accomplish-
ing their results through an extended becoming (Deleuze
1995:170). Every year, almost without exception, regulators
receive petitions from utilities to increase their prices. In re-
sponse, cyclical patterns of recursive activity that are nei-
ther one-time events nor flat routines have come to guide
regulators’ work.

Grammars are not static systems of rules, as a “rigid lit-
eralist view of language” would have them (Basso 1990:74).
They are patterns that emerge alongside the intuitions, at-
tachments, and contested significance of the semiotic re-
sources on which their existence in the world depends
(Hymes 1996). As Anthony Webster (2010) has shown,
the worldly significance of a grammar is not equally dis-
tributed among those sharing a language. Some individ-
uals or groups “invest [grammars] with felt attachments”
that accrue over time (Webster 2010:188) and give them
particular emotional and political significance. While sta-
bilizing some of a grammar’s parts, these “felt attach-
ments” create metapragmatic possibilities for strategic
transgressions that can even become anti- or counternor-
mative (Povinelli 2006). So, despite aspiring to continu-
ity and regularity, linguistic grammars are always subject
to counterhegemonic usage and, for that reason, virtu-
ally multiple. While enduring, and notwithstanding their
prescriptive impetus, they are charged with potential for
transformation.

A calculation grammar, on its part, consists of the
contests, preoccupations, numeric artifacts, and impro-
visational practices that undergird the process of turning
social relations and ontological assumptions into quanti-
fied expressions, as much as it consists of the patterns and
prescriptions inscribed in those mathematical regimes of
signification. A calculation grammar captures the broad
values associated with calculative methods and draws
its liveliness from the power of numeric techniques in
their always place-specific expression. As rich arrange-
ments of people, technical instruments, and semiotic
signs, calculation grammars link microevents with socio-
historical macroprocesses while holding the capacity to
appear context free given their technicality. Sometimes,
changes in calculation grammars mirror broad and slow
structural transformations that, as Viviana Zelizer (2011)
has shown, seem to be one with historical context. Some-
times, such changes are unleashed by edgy innovations
and technical shifts in particular centers of calculation
(Knorr-Cetina and Preda 2005; Poon 2009; Zaloom 2006)
or in governmental agencies like ARESEP. But, regardless of
their modality, these historically specific changes produce
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new configurations mediated by financial figures such as
risk, profit, and rent.

In Costa Rica, since the late 19th century, public of-
ficials have introduced significant changes into the calcu-
lation grammars by which they determine the prices of
public services. Some of those changes have followed the
material and infrastructural transformation of the service
being paid for. In water provision, for example, an impor-
tant shift occurred when utilities moved from charging fixed
rates to a system of charges proportional to quantity of
water consumed, following the installation of individual
meters outside people’s homes (for insightful studies of the
everyday experiences of accessing and paying for water, see
Anand 2011; Page 2005; von Schnitzler 2008). Other shifts in
pricing logics do not correspond to infrastructural changes
but respond to legal and economic shifts, such as the 1990s
global impetus toward full cost recovery and the current
emphasis on humanitarianism and universal rights. These
historical shifts show the capacity of calculation grammars
to effect diverse social worlds. Yet it would be a mistake to
deposit that capacity exclusively on the political and social
ideologies they embody. The power of a calculation gram-
mar is highly dependent on its technical properties and
mathematical implications.

In the case of popular algorithmic propositions, Paul
Kockelman (2013) shows how Bayesian equations clas-
sify some items as desirable and other as undesirable,
thereby functioning as ontological sieves that accept some
entities, and not others, as active world-making agents.
Vincent Lepinay (2011) argues that formulas used in global
banks perform a type of work that is decoupled form ex-
ternal interests and social processes, and he proposes that
their quantitative logics work as clear computational and
linguistic devices in their own right. The calculation gram-
mar I analyze presents a peculiar case. It numerically en-
acts a legally mandated notion of harmony and equilibrium
that, while going beyond mathematical rules, cannot be dis-
entangled from them. Harmony and equilibrium describe
what, for regulators, are fundamental assumptions about
the nature of their work and how society must be organized.
Furthermore, these are assumptions about the kinds of re-
lations that must exist between variables in an equation. As
I show below, these assumptions constitute a technolegal
metaphysics whose mathematical expression is a quest for
a particular numeric proportionality and correspondence
that mirrors an ethical social world that can be as harmo-
nious and balanced as the elements in a formula are once
the proper mathematical operations have been performed.9

The possibility of achieving that concrete numeric expres-
sion of equilibrium is predicated on regulators’ belief in the
ontological continuity between their calculations and so-
ciety more broadly, that is, in the capacity of a formula to
create worlds resembling it. Thus, the capacity to enact har-
mony and equilibrium depends on the personal intention

and institutional histories of the people and organizations
doing calculative work but also, and perhaps most signifi-
cantly, on the technical world-making power of a formula
and the calculation grammar that activates it.

Costa Rica as an object of economic and
regulatory history

ARESEP was created as an independent regulatory agency
in 1996. It was born in the era of structural adjustment and
regulatory capitalism (Levi-Faur and Jordana 2005), and it
matured in connection with the privatizing trend that swept
Latin America during the 1990s and 2000s. At the time, the
state was reimagined as a regulatory entity responsible for
setting clear “rules of the game” for private players and
for promoting “markets” as preferred mechanisms for allo-
cating resources. Agencies like ARESEP were assigned the
responsibility of devising rules for market activity and me-
diating between private and public corporations, citizens
and the state, when their interests conflicted. But Costa
Rica’s case is somewhat peculiar because no strategic util-
ities were privatized.

It would be misguided, however, to assume that be-
cause in Costa Rica all utilities continued to be public
entities, the prices they request abide by principles of com-
mon economic welfare. Utilities have undergone a process
of financialization due to the particular theories, account-
ing standards, and mathematical models that have become
taken-for-granted knowledge among economically trained
people in charge of their day-to-day operations. Hence, the
public or private nature of a utility has lost traction as an in-
dex of distinct legal and economic logics. To understand the
ideas of society and the values that undergird a utility, it is
necessary to examine its detailed financial and administra-
tive practices.10

Internationally known for its golden welfarist history
(1950–80), Costa Rica’s public sector was recognized for an
activist state that strongly participated in economic pro-
duction matters and for its past successes in elevating the
living standards of most of its population through universal
social policies (Mart́ınez Franzoni and Sánchez-Ancochea
2013). The abolition of the army in the late 1940s, the na-
tionalization of the banking system, and a constitutional re-
form making schooling through the ninth year mandatory,
accompanied by strong labor protections and a payroll tax
that funded the social security and the public health sys-
tems, made Costa Rica, before the 1980s oil crisis, the most
universal and least stratified welfare regime in Latin Amer-
ica (Mart́ınez Franzoni and Sánchez-Ancochea 2013).11

Yet, after its welfare heyday, Costa Rica was also caught
by the “neoliberal” wave. Understood as a preference for
private mechanisms to deal with collective issues and a
push for opening the economy to foreign investment and
for liberalizing currencies, a neoliberal mantle began to
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wrap the well-grounded core of social institutions that the
population continues to depend on (Vargas Solis 2011). Part
neoliberal, part welfarist, Costa Rica’s technocratic cadres
and political elites advanced a hybrid agenda that, despite
not following a radical program, introduced enough re-
forms to widen the gap between the richest and poorest cit-
izens. By 2012, the formerly least stratified welfare regime of
Latin America found its richest citizens with an income 14.5
times larger than its poorest citizens (Comisión Económica
para la América Latina y el Caribe [CEPAL] 2013).

The neoliberal hype of the 1990s was not enough to
transfer Costa Rica’s strategic public utilities—electricity,
water, or telecommunications—to private control, despite
many attempts by different administrations to do so. Yet, to
keep with the economic fashion of the 1990s, the country’s
Legislative Assembly created ARESEP as an autonomous
regulatory agency largely to regulate the state itself through
its public utilities.12 This power quickly turned ARESEP into
a key player in the structuring of Costa Rica’s common re-
sources and public sector.13

Technolegal metaphysics

In their daily encounters with numerical formulas and le-
gal instruments, regulators in ARESEP believe that, thanks
to their formula, the prices they calculate will disseminate
through society the values imbued in them in the process of
their creation. A former director of WED, temporarily reas-
signed to lead the “future projects” team while the agency
was “reengineered” in 2009, referred to this continuity by
saying, “We have in our hands the most social of all pub-
lic services, that is why any change in our methods will be a
change in society, mostly for the poorest users.” For him, a
price is a performative encounter between citizens and util-
ities through acts of payment that bring them together.14

The seemingly nonspectacular act of paying a monthly
bill makes concrete what would otherwise remain abstract
rights-bearing subjects and generic entities responsible for
supplying citizens with what they have a right to (on pay-
ments, see Graeber 2011; Maurer 2012b; Mauss 1967). Thus,
the prices in people’s monthly bills are a way of summa-
rizing people’s relations with society at a given time (Hart
2007) and convey the values that organize the political and
economic communities people live in. Regulators share this
idea of prices as indexes of legal and economic sociality
and reject any reductive definition that presents them as
simplistic reflections of water’s intrinsic value (cf. Kopytoff
1986). As one member of WED put it, prices never capture
the real value of water, they only approximate as closely as
possible the social relations that guarantee its access.

One afternoon, as I sat with Sofia in her cubicle, she
consulted a booklet full of yellow Post-its marking the pages
most heavily used. She was quickly going through the Ley de
la Autoridad Reguladora de los Servicios Públicos Número

7593 (Law of the Public Service Regulation Authority Num-
ber 7593) with the confidence afforded by having done so
many times. Passed in 1996, this law established ARESEP’s
purpose and to this day continues to be a source that most
regulators consult or cite routinely, many of them from
memory. When Sofia found the page she was searching for,
and confirming I had located it in my own copy, she turned
her booklet toward me, pointed to the middle of the page
and said, “These are the reasons why we exist; this is what
we have to do.”

Sofia was introducing me to the fundamental prin-
ciples guiding regulators’ calculation grammar as they
attempt to produce the most ethical price for a human
right. Her explanation brought together an assortment of
accounting theories, economic belief systems, and meta-
physical assumptions about relationality. She proceeded
to read Article 4 of the public service law and told me how
ARESEP was responsible for harmonizing the interests of
consumers, users, and providers of public services and for
seeking equilibrium between the needs of users and the
interests of providers. This fantastic image of a world in
harmony and equilibrium had two implications. On the
one hand, it specified the kinds of social relations that
ARESEP was responsible for fostering, the ends of its
work. And, on the other hand, it established harmony and
equilibrium as properties that the agency’s mathematical
methods should also exhibit, as means to these ends. With
this dual character, as means and ends, harmony and equi-
librium constitute a technolegal metaphysics of sociality
and instrumentality whose numeric meaning has to be
determined for each particular case ARESEP studies. While,
broadly, a legal metaphysics of harmony and equilibrium
in society depends on legal artifacts such as checks and bal-
ances and the rule of law, in the particular regulatory work
unfolding in ARESEP, harmony and equilibrium result from
the proportions and relations between the price elements in
a formula. Harmony and equilibrium have no foundational
semiotic core that can be determined a priori; their numeric
and ethical meaning only emerges after regulators use their
formula to analyze a particular price increase request.

To deal with this technolegal metaphysics, Sofia rou-
tinely goes into elaborate financial mathematics. As we
discussed that process, she scribbled in my notebook a new
iteration of the formula she presented at the public hearing
where I met her (see Figure 3). This time, Sofia disaggre-
gated the equation to explain how the financial income and
the expenses of a utility were the bottom-line concerns.
While I supplemented her notes with my own to capture her
explanation, she led me through histories that illustrated
the variations, adjustments, and tweaking regulators do
to each variable in their “real life” dealings with utilities.
Her presentation of the formula was, from the beginning,
rife with questions, contradictions, and proposed changes.
For each element, she could tell me about long series of
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Figure 3. Simplified rendering of the Costa Rican public service regulation authority’s pricing formula that emphasizes the legal principle of service provision
without generating profit.

reformulations, waves of consultants recommending
changes to computation methods, styles of exercising
authority by new directors appointed to her department,
and quibbles among coworkers about the role they played
in society. The formula and the principles that rule it were
not static objects; they were parameters within which
regulators experimented with new technical and ethical
possibilities.

One of the most important parameters this legal–
financial formula sets relates to profits. In Costa Rica, all
utilities providing water services are prohibited by law from
profiting from their activities. This prohibition is shaped
by the legal principle of servicio al costo (service not for
profit), which states that water prices should be designed
to only cover costs and cannot generate profits. But, at
the same time, this principle allows utilities to produce a
“competitive” remuneration beyond costs to raise enough
resources to improve the quality of their service. Sofia and
her colleagues assume that without their policing of the
application of the principle of servicio al costo, utilities
would seek opportunities to seize profit and accumulate

surplus, something that is not just legally prohibited but
is viewed by most in the agency as unethical. Given the
significance of servicio al costo for her formula, Sofia
spends a lot of energy wrestling with the ethical meaning
of the financial difference between income and expense,
something that determines the “development yield” vari-
able (R). When utilities request ARESEP’s authorization
to collect more income via increased prices, regulators
carefully assess whether the request will create any surplus.
If a surplus is produced, regulators have to apply the
principle of servicio al costo to judge whether it is an eth-
ically acceptable development yield or a form of disguised
and unacceptable profits. That conditional dependence
precludes the difference between income and expenditures
from having a definite ethical magnitude. For example, if,
for one utility, a surplus of, say, 1,000,000 colones is ethical,
for another utility, that same amount might represent
scandalous and illegal profits.15 That fluidity makes R an
unwieldy numeric entity whose ethical character is pliable
and, for that reason, has to be policed on a case-by-case
basis. Surpluses, as a potential subterfuge for profits, are
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a moving target for which a vigilant eye and a continuous
implementation of the principles of harmony and equilib-
rium are necessary.

Prices without profits

“Prices are signals,” Martin told me categorically one morn-
ing when we were chatting in his cubicle. Martin is, with-
out a doubt, one of the most polemical economists on the
WED team. Inspired by libertarian and neoliberal ideas,
Martin’s economic opinions tend to incite strong reactions.
He is prone to create controversies, and all agree, even he
himself, that he enjoys doing so. He once told me with a
smug look, “Because of my beliefs, I am not the most pop-
ular person here.” I could see the basis for his reputation
when, after explaining why he was utterly convinced that
water should be managed for profit and through markets,
he gave me two documents, one from the Cato Institute
and the other from the World Bank, to help me under-
stand the problems the water sector faces. For Martin, there
is no better communicative invention than prices. Para-
phrasing Hayekian thought on the problem of information
in planned economies (Elyachar 2006; O’Neill 2012; Riles
2011), Martin subscribes to a naturalized view in main-
stream economic circles: Good prices come from markets.
From that context, they are able to perform their commu-
nicative magic.

The association between prices and markets that
Martin is so fond of is far from generally accepted in Costa
Rica, so it is not surprising that his views often irritate oth-
ers in ARESEP. In the case of water, especially given its status
as a human right, citizens and many regulators tend to be
suspicious of what market pricing can accomplish. But this
mistrust is not a rejection of prices in general. In Costa Rica,
people readily accept that they should pay for water. What
they are suspicious of are prices produced by markets be-
cause, at least as they relate to water, markets usually con-
ceal intentions to extract as much profit as possible. Here,
mercantilización, a word I commonly heard from activists
and water professionals, is relevant.

Mercantilización indexes markets, commodities, and
profits at once. It refers to the exchange of a certain good
through market transactions designed to extract question-
able, and excessive, profits. Mercantilización goes beyond
reciprocal exchanges of value to signal an intention to ex-
tract wealth with little consideration of how that might af-
fect others’ well-being. For regulators, mercantilización is a
technically obscure concept, yet, politically, its meaning is
transparent. When activists and community organizations
mobilize against the commodification or privatization of
water and argue for its genuine treatment as a human right,
they are in fact arguing against its mercantilización. The
notion is so powerful that regulators fear any reference to

Figure 4. Formal mathematical expression of the formula the Costa Rican
public service regulation authority uses to set the price of water.

it in the media because of the social outcry it inevitably
unleashes.

As a good Hayekian, Martin is not scared of mercan-
tilización. He believes the market is equipped to correct
for its own excesses. Yet, regardless of his heartfelt neolib-
eral proclivities, the prices Martin produces are far from the
market-based semiotic wonders he admires. His prices, as
regulated entities whose origin and humanitarian signifi-
cance depend on their being not for profit, must preclude
the mercantilización of water.

During another sparsely attended public hearing to re-
quest feedback on a utility’s price increase, Martin began his
presentation with WED’s regulatory formula and a defini-
tion of each variable (see Figure 4). He then explained how
the relations between variables had to reflect harmony and
equilibrium if the relations between utilities and users were
to also embody those qualities. Through the formula, the
audience learned about the financial logic by which opera-
tion costs, administrative costs, and depreciation rates are
kept in equilibrium with a justifiable surplus (development
yield), represented in R.

The development yield (R), that tricky mathematical
difference that Sofia scribbled on my field notebook, again
occupied us. After Martin’s explanation, the financial man-
ager of the utility requesting the price increase for which the
hearing was organized took the stage. She showed a series
of slides with the financial projections the utility had sub-
mitted for ARESEP’s evaluation. All of her tables had a red
balance, showing how, with current prices, the utility would
fall into serious deficit. From the utility’s perspective, those
red figures made it only reasonable that ARESEP grant a no-
ticeably larger development yield (R).

Although, as noted above, the development yield (R) al-
lows utilities to collect resources to improve and develop
their services, in its actual calculation, the ethical valence
of this number is fluid and holds the potential to lead to
the mercantilización of water. If R grows too much, or if it
slips away from regulatory control, it becomes a channel
for profit generation and mercantilización. This outcome is
possible because, although it is nominally not profit, tech-
nically, the development yield is a form of income not offset
by any immediate cost. In a sense, any income not spent
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is, despite any euphemistic accounting characterization in
ARESEP, a form of profit, even if that profit is not passed on
to shareholders or capitalist owners. R’s ambiguity, as some-
thing that can be profit without being called such, turns de-
velopment yield into something of a nominalist trick that
requires constant assessment to establish the propriety of
its magnitude in relation to the other variables in the for-
mula: operation costs (O), administrative costs (A), and de-
valuation (D). Devoid of a fixed ethical magnitude, R has a
flexible capacity to work as an indicator of the virtuous effi-
ciency of utilities or as an instrument to morally shame and
discipline them.

From accounting to economics

ARESEP employees have translated the metaphysics of har-
mony and equilibrium into a distinct calculative temper-
ament. Sofia explained this affective dimension of their
work by saying that they had historically behaved like pe-
seteros. This expression derives from the term peseta, which
refers to the Costa Rican 25-cent coin removed from circu-
lation in the 1980s because of inflation. A person is called
“pesetera” when she or he obsessively chases and wants
to account for every single penny and how it has been
used. In English, such a person would be called a “penny
pincher.” The pesetera attitude is something Sofia confesses
is a bit excessive, if also necessary when one is responsi-
ble for equilibrium and harmony. “The ethic of public ser-
vice requires one to think in those terms and even more so
since water access is a human right,” she told me during
one of our conversations. This pesetero temperament re-
sults from the historical particularities of the Costa Rican
state as much as from the grip economic ideologies hold
on WED’s everyday activation of its calculation grammar.
Two theoretical artifacts became exemplars of this ideolog-
ical hold in 2009, when ARESEP began considering a poten-
tial change from an accounting to an economic approach to
regulation.

The proposed economic approach would sync regula-
tors’ daily calculations of R with one of the basic assump-
tions behind Adam Smith’s legendary invisible hand. As a
popular icon of the modern economic imaginary, even if an
inaccurate one, the invisible hand of the market is taken as
an aggregate of moral and economic forces counterbalanc-
ing each other (Smith 1966). In this relational imaginary,
one consumer and one producer trading with each other
are not enough to constitute a market. Only the summation
of multiple consumers and producers can be analytically
abstracted into a geographic space, an extended network of
relations, or a Cartesian graph. These market aggregates are
brought into equilibrium through the metaphoric invisible
hand of supply and demand dynamics. Thus, in the market
imaginary, equilibrium results from an aggregation of indi-
viduals organized by the magical capacities of markets to

create equilibrium between the supposedly opposing posi-
tions of producers and consumers.

The second artifact that figured prominently in ARE-
SEP’s methodological discussions was the double-entry
bookkeeping technology. This artifact represented the ac-
counting approach that WED has historically used. When it
was invented, the ledger offered insight into the virtue of a
merchant’s practices and had the capacity to combine legal,
economic, and theological traditions into numeric forms to
appraise a merchant’s deference to godly harmony (Poovey
1998). As a means of showing the virtue of economic ex-
changes, the accounting balance between credits and deb-
its in the ledger “conjured up both the scales of justice and
the symmetry of God’s world” (Poovey 1998:54–55). Here we
see a theological analog to the metaphysics of equilibrium
contained in ARESEP’s law. In the ledger, the significance of
the final numeric balance between credit and debit does not
depend on the precise volume of income and expenses. Its
ethical significance depends on whether credits and deb-
its offset each other. If the final balance is zero, then the
merchant’s activities have been virtuous. This arithmetic
equilibrium between credit and debit, and not any partic-
ular magnitude per se, reflected the morality of the mer-
chant (Poovey 1998:55) and, in the 21st century, it reflects
the ethics of a utility’s price. These two precursors, Adam
Smith’s aggregate market and the merchant’s ledger, under-
pinned WED’s discussion of how a move from an account-
ing to an economic approach to regulation would affect its
pesetero attitude.

After more than a decade of following the accounting
approach by meticulously policing the balance between a
utility’s income and expenses and its associated R, ARE-
SEP’s directors asked all technical personnel to consider
the possibility of dealing with R differently. The proponents
of the change wanted to move toward aggregate analyses
rather than focus on examination of individual utilities.
The practical implication of this move would be a reorien-
tation of the attention previously given to accounting re-
ports and balance sheets. To keep R as development yield
and preclude its conversion into profits, they would focus
on the overall performance of utilities in comparison to
an “industry-wide” benchmark. In this new approach, the
focus on the harmony of accounting reports and balance
sheets to determine an adequate R (development yield) ac-
cording to each utility’s particular conditions at a given
point in time would be replaced by a standardized, long-
term, and aggregate industry-wide R. Rather than regulators
having the discretion to increase or decrease R, its magni-
tude would be automatically and universally set.

With this request to reconsider R came a wealth of
rumors about major ideological changes in their calcula-
tion grammar. Sofia and some of her colleagues were es-
pecially concerned that the discretion to control utilities
they had enjoyed in the past would not survive what they
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anticipated would be a flurry of changes in the near fu-
ture. Many regulators connected the rumors with their fear
of losing control over the public nature of water. Stories
about veiled mercantilización circulated through ARESEP,
and activist groups, community aqueduct organizations,
and users started voicing their apprehension in meetings,
workshops, and public hearings. Publications in the media
and discussions on social networking sites connected these
possible changes with the demands of a recently ratified
free trade agreement between the United States and Central
America (CAFTA) that opponents argued intended to priva-
tize water (Aistara 2012).

But the emotional and political turbulence in ARE-
SEP, and outside it, did not diminish the enthusiasm of
WED’s interim director for transitioning from an accounting
approach—following the aesthetic of the balanced ledger—
to an economic form of regulation—guided by the logic of
aggregation. One WED member conceptualized the shift as
an attempt to move from accounting as evidence of pru-
dence to aggregate measures as indications of economic
and financial efficiency. Others spoke of the change as a
“neoliberalizing” measure that would introduce disguised
profits and fracture WED’s long-standing commitment to
servicio al costo and affordable water access consistent with
human rights obligations. But regardless of personal ideolo-
gies, all regulators were intrigued by how this change would
affect their everyday capacity to infuse harmony and equi-
librium in society and whether their habit of policing the
balance between costs and expenses would become moot.

The cost of a human right

Rumors about this impending methodological change
compounded an already crisp political environment.
CAFTA, ratified in 2007 through a controversial referendum,
had already opened the telecommunications sector to pri-
vate investment (Pearson 2013). For the industry to be at-
tractive to private corporations, telecommunications were
legally decategorized as public services, exempting com-
panies from being subject to the principle of servicio al
costo.16 This structural change implied that private, for-
profit corporations could offer cell phone, fixed phone, and
Internet services, all of which had previously been provided
by a single state-owned utility. ARESEP remained in charge
of regulating the newly born public–private industry, al-
though, later, a semi-independent regulatory agency was
created. But, at the time, and from the perspective of Sofia’s
team, it became impossible to ignore the telecom team’s
efforts to figure the appropriate mechanisms to regulate
private and public entities simultaneously. The specter of
all-encompassing economic liberalization intensified inter-
nal discussions about the role of regulation in society, about
the complicated borders between public and private, and,

(a) X=O+A+D+R(flexible between 3 and 7%)

(b) X=O+A+D+R(fixed at 5%)

Figure 5. A harmonious and equilibrated water-pricing formula (a) and a
formula in disharmony and lacking equilibrium (b). (Rendering by Andrea
Ballestero.)

more significantly, about the legitimacy of profits in the pro-
vision of public services.

A shift from an accounting to an economic approach
to regulation was more than a mathematical shift; it was a
change in the kind of society that, through their methods,
regulators produced. To explain more precisely this onto-
logical continuity between their calculation grammar and
society, Sofia sent me an electronic copy of a manual she
used for an e-learning course she took in 2008. The course
was organized by the Asociación de Entes Reguladores
de Agua Potable y Saneamiento de las Américas (Latin
American Association of Water and Sanitation Regulatory
Entities, or ADERASA), a group that is regularly invoked
when people in ARESEP compare their accomplishments to
regulatory innovations throughout Latin America. The first
sentence of the manual, Sofia noted, stated that “the costs
of a regulated company depend on the type of regulation
established” (ADERASA 2007:3). In other words, the costs
of any utility will always, and only, be those costs regulators
count as such. She wanted to underline the fact that even
something like a cost is never an external fact preexisting
a calculation grammar; it is always brought into existence
by the principles and rules that agencies like ARESEP work
with and through.17

Thanks to Sofia and Martin’s insistence on the relation
between the principle that precludes profits (servicio al
costo) and their overseeing of the development yield (R),
it was easy to see how the rumored changes would affect
the mathematical aesthetics of R (see Figure 5). In line with
their pesetero attitude and with the accounting approach
to regulation it represented, regulators historically con-
trolled R and kept it somewhere between 3 and 7 percent.
That fluctuation secured a harmonious and mathematical
proportionality that kept the relations between variables
equilibrated and the principle of servicio al costo alive, as
illustrated by formula (a) in Figure 5. Having the discretion
to adjust R in relation to other variables secured numeric
proportionality and made equilibrium literally mathemat-
ical. But many at WED expected that, with the change
to an economic approach to regulation, R would have a
standardized value, probably an industry-wide benchmark
of 5 percent, independent of the other variables, as shown
in formula (b) in Figure 5.18 This change would render
the equilibrium-infusing effects of the pesetero attitude
and the accounting approach impossible. In this scenario,
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R would stand on its own, independent, uninterested,
and in defiance of what the magnitude of other variables
signaled. That independence could easily bring about a
slippage of development yield into profits, as an automatic
5-percent R would be granted even when utilities had an
already existing surplus. Until 2009, a flexible R had been
the crucial improvisational space where regulators chore-
ographed their intimate knowledge of a utility’s accounting
structures with a view toward the life of the price of water
once it was unleashed in society. A flexible R had been criti-
cal for regulators’ ethical and mathematical capacity to im-
bue their water prices with the ethical qualities—harmony,
equilibrium, and non-mercantilización—necessary to
mold relations among water users, utilities, and society.
If the proposed change occurred, the contours of those
ethical qualities would be radically transformed.

From inverse proportionality to standardized
responsibility

On another occasion when regulators were making sense of
the ramifications of the possible change of approach, Sofia
purified the steps in her calculation grammar to create a
contrast between the two regulatory approaches under
discussion. Following the accounting approach, she told
me, centered their work on the relations between income
and expenditure. A company showing efficient use of its
resources, meaning it had no surplus at the end of a fiscal
period, was taken as a company in equilibrium. On that
basis, regulators assigned a higher R (development yield),
allowing utilities to collect more resources through an
increased price. If, on the contrary, a company did not
offset income with expenses and showed a large balance
in its accounts, they granted a smaller development yield
to counterbalance the other variables (O, A, D). This form
of inverse proportionality precluded the accumulation of
profits. Something else that made this accounting approach
particularly valuable was that, beyond assessing financial
records, it created opportunities to investigate the practices
behind inscriptions of income and expenses (the ledger).
Regulators took it as their responsibility to talk to a utility’s
personnel about their reports, look for cues of dangerously
creative accounting, and diligently make their regulation a
more interpersonal affair. These avenues allowed them to
gauge the virtue of a utility and its deference to its financial–
humanitarian obligations through phone conversations,
e-mail exchanges, and face-to-face meetings.

If the shift to an economic approach occurred, R
would become a symbol of financial freedom for utilities, a
standardized magnitude that would distribute responsi-
bility over financial particulars to the utilities themselves.
This R would leave no room for regulators’ historical
interpretation of the development yield as a function of
the time-specific performance, and virtue, of each utility.

This standard would decouple development yield (R) from
balance sheets, closing off possibilities for steering, cor-
recting, and rewarding utilities in their dynamic search for
harmony and equilibrium through R and thereby creating
a form of standardized financial rent.

This change would radically transform the types
of inferences regulators could make from the relations
between variables in the formula, even though their cal-
culation grammar would still be guided by harmony and
equilibrium and the regulatory principle of servicio al costo.
In this new economic approach, Sofia’s pesetero attitude
would be virtually out of place, and the WED team would
have to reorient their attention to emphasize other finan-
cial aspects, develop new means to investigate them, and
figure how the idea of water as a human right would nu-
merically affect them. If, historically, a preoccupation with
human rights was translated into the disciplined policing of
any form of implicit or explicit profits, in the future WED
would have to perform a new translation. The generic exis-
tence of the principle of servicio al costo would have to take
a new calculative form.

While this shift from an accounting to an economic reg-
ulatory approach was not to the liking of many in WED,
those who enthusiastically supported it justified its mer-
its in terms of standardized responsibility. WED’s director
thought the shift would transfer to utilities the obligation to
police financial sustainability, freeing regulators to focus on
issues of service quality, another fundamental characteris-
tic of the human right to water. This responsibility rationale
was based on a financial habit they had discovered in utili-
ties’ accountings. Through the years, water companies had
grown accustomed to operating very close to, or sometimes
in, deficit as a way to justify their petitions to augment their
development yield (R). Recall how, during the hearing that
Martin led, the financial manager of the utility requesting
the price increase showed a series of financial projections
painting a dire future in which the company would fall into
deficit. This perpetual proximity to deficit was, as Sofia’s e-
learning manual noted, the performative effect of the gram-
mars regulators used to account for costs and police profits.
Transcending the representational value of numbers and
interlacing calculative pasts and futures, as well as person-
nel from utilities and ARESEP, this mutual entanglement
had historically resulted in a choreography of equilibrium,
harmony, and not-for profit pricing that valued balanced
financial statements and in some ways made deficit desir-
able for utilities. The promoters of the change argued that
a standardized R would finally break this pattern and force
utilities to adopt a more entrepreneurial attitude.

Martin agreed with this new way of assigning responsi-
bility. He thought it was about time water utilities grew out
of their habit of being policed and started being more re-
sponsible for their own actions. For him, utilities needed to
become “financially smarter,” catch up with their obligation
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to manage themselves more efficiently, and stop relying on
the regulatory state to guide their decisions. “It is a good
idea to move towards a fixed development yield and let fi-
nancial balance be something that companies worry about,
not us,” he said. Rather than state-making projects, for Mar-
tin, utilities had to be rethought as a class of entrepreneurial
entities resembling subjects whose ingenuity, creativity, and
market initiative have to be equally encouraged. His equal-
ity argument followed the rationale that, if all utilities are
operating in roughly the same conditions, for some utili-
ties to have certain things recognized as costs while oth-
ers do not is unfair. The logic should be that all utilities
are granted the same level of working capital. That move
would include fixing R universally. Not doing so discrimi-
nates against some utilities, detracts from how efficient they
seem in comparison to other utilities, and, further, results
in bad press, low morale, and even more stringency in ARE-
SEP’s auditing of their accounts.

Sofia was not pleased with the implications of the
change. She frequently explained that, within WED, she was
known as a champion of users, especially the poorest seg-
ment of the population. Arguments of fairness, for her, were
significant as long as they considered how “the poorest of
the poor” were affected by technical decisions. She saw in
the new approach a disguised pull away from regulators’
substantive commitment to affordability and low prices as
an expression of their ethical work. Their inability to adjust
the development yield in each specific case would, Sofia
contended, inevitably increase the price charged to users,
something they had been very careful about, since high
prices were deemed one of the biggest threats for securing
universal access to the human right to water.

Resembling the 1990s atmosphere in which ARESEP
was created, at the end of the first decade of the 2000s,
a profit-friendly mantle was slowly enwrapping regulators’
historical commitment to the prevention, at any cost, of
implicit or explicit profits. Discussions on the nature of a
fixed R deepened the ideological differences between WED
members, exemplified by Martin and Sofia, especially when
they addressed how households were going to be affected
by the price increases, how companies would suffer if they
did not have freedom to invest, and what this redefinition of
equilibrium and harmony between elements in the formula
would mean for human rights. But, most significantly, the
proposed change highlighted the seriousness of the world-
making potential of calculation grammars and the rich op-
portunities they open for new challenges to emerge and old
attachments to solidify.

Not surprisingly, what in 2009 seemed like an immi-
nent change never came to fruition. In 2013, the general
public saw evidence in the media of the usual effects of
the agency’s calculation grammars on their relations with
utilities. One day in April, for example, the front page of
the largest newspaper reported that AyA had accumulated
a staggering surplus of about $415 million dollars. The head

of AyA explained that delays in an infrastructure renewal
program were responsible for this surplus. Yet, on the ba-
sis of that surplus, ARESEP denied AyA’s petition to in-
crease water prices by 16 percent. ARESEP was still using the
magnitude of R to steer utilities toward humanitarian and
financial virtue by ensuring quantitative harmony and
equilibrium between variables. Despite the impetus be-
hind the proposed methodological change, a fixed R never
materialized, and the accounting approach continued to
guide WED’s calculations of the human right to water. But it
would be a mistake to disregard WED’s turbulence over the
rumored change in R as an exceptional occurrence. The
density of preoccupations, calculative experiments, and re-
flexive assessments among regulators during that period
was not unusual. On the contrary, that intensity constitutes
the liveliness and unpredictability of calculation grammars
as they routinely unfold in real time across centers of cal-
culation. Despite the fixity of some of the elements that
make up those grammars, such as the apparent stabil-
ity of regulatory principles and mathematical equations,
the lively arrangements of the ethical, financial, and le-
gal limits of their instruments allow regulators to eluci-
date and reinvent the meanings of price, of profits, and of
the financial humanitarianism that increasingly guide their
decisions. Those lively arrangements make calculation
grammars everyday patterns of activity always open for po-
litical and ethical reinvention.

Conclusion

The question ARESEP regulators pose for anthropology is,
what is at stake in the technical routes people with partic-
ular political and ethical purposes take to produce prices?
How do people use pricing devices to approximate some
collective good? Understood as everyday preoccupations,
rules, and transgressions through which regulators engage
with humanitarian and financial injunctions, ARESEP’s cal-
culation grammar allows regulators to generate prices that
shape the relations between citizens, utilities, and the state.
They help shape the form of the social collective. These
calculation grammars, while regimented, are always open
to transformation. They are subject to the economic ide-
ologies and legal principles that circulate among public
servants. They express broader questions about a finan-
cial humanitarianism that entangles what might otherwise
have seemed distinct regimes of value: human rights and
finance.

If, as Keith Hart notes, the prices in people’s bills
account for the relations between individuals and society at
a given time, it is important to ask, how do those in charge
of designing those figures make sense of those relations?
And, more importantly, how do the instruments they use
shape that process? My emphasis here on the formula
that guides the calculation grammar of regulators, rather
than on citizen’s experiences and their efforts to pay or to
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challenge those prices, highlights the technical and ethical
labor regulators perform when they mobilize their method-
ologies. Unlike accounts of law and finance that black-box
numeric decisions as obscure and complex procedures,
I have shown how technicality is constituted by ethical,
cultural, and mathematical sets of relations in a constant
state of becoming.19 Seen in this light, Sofia’s and Martin’s
engagements with their calculation grammar require an
ethnographic account that, despite its intensely specific
explorations, cannot be reduced to the microlocal; they
demand an ethnography of financial theory and everyday
ethical practice that engages their ontological indivisibility.

To chart the making of prices in this case, I have taken
a somewhat circuitous tour by way of legal principles, eco-
nomic theory, and bureaucratic cubicles to argue for the im-
portance of understanding how a mathematical formula is
an active participant in the humanitarian–financial worlds
we live in. Paying for water engenders moments of mathe-
matical determination when the difference between a fixed
R variable (5 percent) and a flexible one (3–7 percent) is the
difference between a price that fulfills the moral and tech-
nical commitment to harmony and equilibrium in society
and a price that does not. In ARESEP, philosophical, quanti-
tative, legal, and affective contests unfold through compet-
ing ideas of how a variable should relate to its neighbors in
a formula. The mathematical proportions, weights, and va-
lences those relations embody are also the political, legal,
and ethical relations that undergird the process of calculat-
ing the price of a human right.

Through their calculation grammars, regulators mod-
ulate metaphysical and material tensions, giving them the
form of a bill that visits households every month. Anthro-
pologists as well as other critical scholars interested in the
value(s) of water, the financialization of social life, and the
social life of human rights can find in unexpected locales,
such as regulatory agencies, important insights into how
contemporary humanitarian injunctions and financial log-
ics are coshaping notions of what it means to live in com-
munity and what it means to recognize the existence of
common goods and universal rights via prices.

In Costa Rica, the price of the human right to water
is, in a sense, nothing more and nothing less than the
calculation grammars that create it. Yet that seemingly
unremarkable origin is a vortex where legal principles
of equilibrium and harmony, calculative traditions, and
political responsibilities are transformed into each other.
Regulators take liberal humanitarianism, and its capitalist
companion, to challenge the profit normativity that, were
they not calculating regulated prices, they would also take
for granted. These regulated prices are not, of course,
safe humanitarian victories over the excesses of capital-
ism, but they resist any simplistic reduction to neoliberal
teleologies.

In ARESEP, day after day, ethics and prices are one,
and when each of us gets our water bill, or when we do

not, we are partaking in similar ethical projects unravel-
ing in different national locations and economic histories.
Thus, pricing a nonprofitable human right is not an ad-
dendum to an immaterial philosophy of universal rights; it
is the calculative substance of liberalism’s foundational as-
sumption about what makes an individual a rights-bearing
subject. This price speaks of the simultaneous financializa-
tion of human rights and the humanitarization of finance
that characterize our times and is a calculative artifact that
makes 1.7 million Costa Ricans pay a bill, every month, with
a price that stands for their human right to water.
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dation, the Wenner Gren Foundation, and several fellowships from
the University of California-Irvine.

1. I consider the technical as a set of ideas, instruments, and ma-
terials organized around means–ends logics and following a spe-
cific set of epistemic orientations with rules and standards that are
claimed as particular to a certain field.

2. The general principles of price regulation are not particular
to Costa Rica—thus, my focus on economic regulation as a set of
practices that are at once globalized and contextual. In this article,
I follow an ethnographic approach that considers the contingen-
cies of locality and the principles of technical abstraction together.
For a discussion of the tension between particularity and technical
generality in regard to calculation, see Miller 2008 and Appadurai
2012.

3. The existence of international standards determining how
much water fulfills individual human need (and thus right) and
quality standards determining what makes water “safe” for human
consumption remain marginal for regulators when they calculate
their prices. ARESEP’s Water and Environment Department (WED)
team expects utilities to consider those provisions in their daily wa-
ter management operations while they engage with pricing issues.
This focus on economic regulation is slowly changing, and, during
an interview in 2013, the new WED director explained that his ob-
jective is to move from issues of pricing to issues of quality.

4. Ensuring the human right to water has gained traction around
the world (South Africa, Bolivia, Ecuador, Costa Rica), posing ques-
tions about the relation between civil and economic human rights
but also bringing into focus the ethical and moral underpinnings of
all economic arrangements.

5. AyA, a public institute owned by the Costa Rican state, pro-
vides water access to close to 60 percent of the country’s popula-
tion. The rest of the population is covered by community aqueducts
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under the legal supervision of AyA, municipal utilities, or munici-
palities directly.

6. After a reorganization of ARESEP, the WED was transformed
into the Intendencia de Aguas. Since I conducted fieldwork while
WED was in existence, I refer to the team with this acronym.

7. On framing as a device for ontological multiplication rather
than reduction, see Hetherington 2014.

8. I thank one of this article’s reviewers for helping me better
word this essential dimension of calculation grammars.

9. Here I am using metaphysics as a general concern with funda-
mental assumptions of being.

10. An important example that brings the point home is the case
of Wal-Mart (Petrovich and Hamilton 2006). As a large buyer of a
variety of commodities, Wal-Mart often “imposes” on, or dare I say
regulates, the accounting and management practices of its suppli-
ers, very much in the way that regulators oversee utilities. If one
classified ARESEP and Wal-Mart on the basis of their public or pri-
vate nature, they would seem radically different entities. Yet, if one
analyzes their price-setting methods and routines, they begin to
look similar. This shift in perspective suggests the need to bracket
our expectations of what public or private entities do and to ethno-
graphically trace the specific practices that make up contemporary
capitalist formations. I thank Matthew Hull for pointing out the
parallel between regulatory and large-retail cost and profit calcu-
lation practices.

11. During this period, the share of public investment in the
economy rose from 21 percent in the 1960s to 40 percent in the
1980s (Mart́ınez Franzoni and Diego Sánchez-Ancochea 2013:154).
This regime provided benefits to citizens across economic classes,
led to the rapid accumulation of capital, and transformed a mainly
agricultural economy into one dominated by computer microchip
exports and tourism (Vargas Solis 2011).

12. Electricity and water services had been regulated since the
1920s, but, until the creation of ARESEP, the regulatory function was
performed by utilities themselves.

13. In addition to overseeing public utilities, ARESEP regulates
the prices of public transportation services (bus and taxi) and oil
commercialization, both provided by private companies.

14. Michel Callon proposes that economics is not a form of
knowledge that depicts an already existing state of affairs but a
set of instruments and practices that contribute to the construc-
tion of economic settings, actors, and institutions (MacKenzie et al.
2007). What economic knowledge claims to merely describe, it in
fact helps bring into existence, formatting and shaping its particu-
larities (Callon et al. 2002; Mitchell 2005). Economics performs the
world.

15. The colón is the currency of Costa Rica.
16. The law that did so, however, framed the new market un-

der the principles of solidarity and universality in service provision.
The specific implications of these principles are still being eluci-
dated.

17. See also Maurer 2012c.
18. This 5 percent resulted from input the head of ARESEP re-

ceived from the Latin American Association of Water Regulators,
the Latin American Commission on Economic Issues, and the
World Bank.

19. For an analogous process in the realm of biomedicine see
Olson (2010).
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